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Dietary hemoglobin rescues young piglets from severe iron deficiency anemia: Duodenal expression profile of genes involved in heme iron absorption
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Abstract

Heme is an efficient source of iron in the diet, and heme preparations are used to prevent and cure iron deficiency anemia in humans and animals. However, the molecular mechanisms responsible for heme absorption remain only partially characterized. Here, we employed young iron-deficient piglets as a convenient animal model to determine the efficacy of oral heme iron supplementation and investigate the pathways of heme iron absorption. The use of bovine hemoglobin as a dietary source of heme iron was found to efficiently counteract the development of iron deficiency anemia in piglets, although it did not fully rebalance their iron status. Our results revealed a concerted increase in the expression of genes responsible for apical and basolateral heme transport in the duodenum of piglets fed a heme-enriched diet. In these animals the catalytic activity of heme oxygenase 1 contributed to the release of elemental iron from the protoporphyrin ring of heme within enterocytes, which may then be transported by the strongly expressed ferroportin across the basolateral membrane to the circulation. We hypothesize that the well-recognized high bioavailability of heme iron may depend on a split pathway mediating the transport of heme-derived elemental iron and intact heme from the interior of duodenal enterocytes to the bloodstream.

Introduction

Heme, a ferrous iron protoporphyrin IX complex, is employed as a prosthetic group in diverse proteins that participate in important biological processes [1]. The provision of an adequate
amount of iron for heme biosynthesis is essential for intracellular iron homeostasis. Likewise, the delivery of iron for heme/hemoglobin synthesis in erythroblasts is indispensable for maintenance of the body iron balance. These processes rely on the recovery of iron from senescent erythrocytes, through the circulation. Molecular coordination of these activities involves the functions of heme oxygenase 1 (HO1), an inducible heme-degrading enzyme [2], the post-transcriptional IRE/IRP system [3], as well as the hepcidin-ferroportin regulatory axis [4]. Interestingly, recent mammalian studies have demonstrated the existence of an expanded system of proteins involved in the transport of intact heme across biological membranes [5–8].

Heme exported to the bloodstream is scavenged by hemopexin (Hpx), an effective heme-binding protein found in blood plasma, which acts primarily to deliver heme to cells via CD91 receptor-mediated endocytosis [9,10]. This system is of particular importance when the concentration of free heme reaches toxic levels in the body [5] or locally in cells with an intensive heme metabolism [11]. On the other hand, there is growing evidence that the movement of intact heme molecules takes place under physiological conditions and constitutes an integral part of iron turnover in the body [12]. It has long been known that exogenous heme can be efficiently taken up by enterocytes as an intact metalloporphyrin molecule via receptor-mediated endocytosis, and thus may provide a highly bioavailable source of dietary iron for the organism [13–15]. Although recent studies have led to the identification of intestinal heme transporters [16,17], the molecular mechanisms of dietary heme absorption remain the subject of some controversy [15,18] and our understanding of this process is far from complete.

The objectives of this study were to test the efficacy of dietary hemoglobin-derived heme iron in rectifying iron deficiency anemia (IDA) and to identify the molecular pathways of heme iron trafficking across duodenal enterocytes. We used iron-deficient piglets in our experiments because evidence from our previous studies indicated that in the neonatal period, piglets represent a valuable animal model for testing strategies for supplementation with exogenous iron [19–22]. The existence of a brush-border heme receptor in the pig intestine reported in the 1970s/1980s [23,24] was an additional reason for choosing this animal model for our study. Finally, since the bioavailability of heme is greater under conditions of iron deficiency [25], it was thought that IDA in piglets would be useful in deciphering the pathways of dietary heme absorption.

We show that oral supplementation of piglets with hemoglobin rescues them from severe IDA observed in non-supplemented animals. The expression of genes responsible for apical and basolateral heme transport, and heme breakdown was increased in the duodenum of piglets receiving a hemoglobin-enriched diet. In addition, we demonstrate that the hepcidin-duodenal ferroportin axis acts to enhance the basolateral transport of elemental iron released from heme in enterocytes. We hypothesize that the well-known high bioavailability of heme iron may rely on the presence of two independent pathways mediating the transport of heme-derived elemental iron and intact heme from the duodenal enterocytes into the circulation.

Results

Oral hemoglobin supplementation rescues piglets from severe IDA and maintains their growth performance

Supplementation of the diet of piglets with hemoglobin efficiently prevented the deterioration of their hematological indices and plasma iron levels, and rescued them from the severe anemia observed in non-supplemented animals (Table 1). Piglets receiving bovine hemoglobin orally maintained their blood hemoglobin level at around the threshold value for anemia in pigs, i.e. 8g/dL [26], throughout the experimental period (Table 1). Piglets receiving high levels of FeDex by intramuscular injection showed significantly higher hematological and plasma
### Table 1. Hematological parameters and plasma iron concentration (mean ± S.D.) of experimental piglets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (Days)</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>RBC ($x$ 10^6/μL)</th>
<th>HGB (g/dL)</th>
<th>HCT (%)</th>
<th>Plasma iron level (μM/L)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>3.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>4.3 ± 0.6</td>
<td>4.7 ± 0.6</td>
<td>4.9 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iron dextran</td>
<td>4.5 ± 0.2</td>
<td>5.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>6.4 ± 0.5</td>
<td>6.6 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hemoglobin</td>
<td>4.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>5.6 ± 0.3</td>
<td>5.7 ± 0.5</td>
<td>5.8 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iron dextran + Hemoglobin</td>
<td>4.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>5.7 ± 0.4</td>
<td>6.1 ± 0.6</td>
<td>6.5 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RBC–red blood cell count, HGB–hemoglobin level, HCT–hematocrit. All parameters were determined for 15 piglets from each experimental group except iron dextran-supplemented piglets (n = 9).

* *, ** and *** asterisks denote statistically significant differences at P<0.05, P<0.01 and P<0.001 respectively, between parameters in control and other experimental groups of piglets in a given age of piglets.

Letters a and A denote significant differences at P<0.05, P<0.01 respectively, across piglet age in each group.

Symbols ^ and ^^ denote significant differences at P<0.05 and P<0.01 respectively, between parameters in Hemoglobin group vs Iron dextran/Hemoglobin. Symbols ˚ and ˚˚ denote significant differences at P<0.05 P<0.01 respectively, between parameters in groups Dextran vs Hemoglobin and Dextran vs Iron Dextran/Hemoglobin.

Control, iron dextran and hemoglobin groups are described under Materials and methods. Piglets form iron dextran + hemoglobin group were intramuscularly injected with FeDex (40 mg Fe/kg b.w.) on day 3 after birth and fed Prestarter Wigor 1 Plus feed enriched with bovine hemoglobin (Bovogen, East Keilor, Australia) from day 3 to day 28 after birth.
iron performance, excluding the RBC count (Table 1). The main reason for the greater efficacy of this routine iron therapy is the direct delivery of a much higher amount of iron. Considering that the total intake of iron in feed containing hemoglobin was about 120mg (S1 Table), and assuming that the maximal rate of heme iron absorption in mammals is around 50% [13], we estimate that piglets in this group assimilated about 70 mg Fe between the 3rd and 28th day after birth. The intake of iron was particularly low between days 3 and 9 due to the poor consumption of feed by pig neonates during this period (S1 Table). Therefore, a diet enriched in hemoglobin becomes a significant source of bioavailable dietary iron only from the second week of life, when feed intake by piglets increases. Piglets receiving hemoglobin per os tended to show a greater b.w. gain during the first 4 weeks of life, similarly to those given FeDex injections (S2 Table). A split supplementation consisting of the injection of a small amount of FeDex on day 3 after birth plus oral supplementation with hemoglobin resulted in a better hematological status of piglets (Table 1).

Negligible expression of divalent metal transporter (DMT1) in hemoglobin-supplemented piglets

High expression of DMT1 (Slc11a2) in epithelial cells of the duodenal villi is commonly considered a hallmark of a high demand for iron to cater for the iron requirements of iron-deficient subjects [27,28]. On the other hand, local iron-dependent post-transcriptional regulation of DMT1 in enterocytes may also influence its level [29]. In anemic piglets, the expression of the Slc11a2 gene at both the mRNA (Fig 1A) and protein (Fig 1B and 1C) levels was found to be high. Consequently, strong DMT1 immunostaining was observed at the brush border of epithelial cells (Fig 1D). In contrast to these iron-deficient piglets, both hemoglobin- and FeDex-supplemented animals showed significantly decreased DMT1 transcript abundance (Fig 1A), with negligible levels of DMT1 protein (Fig 1B and 1C) and no DMT1 immunostaining on duodenum sections (Fig 1D).

Increased expression of heme apical importers on duodenal enterocytes in hemoglobin-supplemented piglets

In mice the heme carrier protein 1 (HCP1/Slc46a1) has been shown to be responsible for the entry of dietary heme into enterocytes [17]. We analyzed the expression of the Slc46a1 gene in the proximal duodenum of piglets and found that the HCP1 mRNA was up-regulated 4-fold in duodenal enterocytes from hemoglobin-supplemented animals compared with those of control and FeDex-injected piglets (Fig 2A). In addition, we demonstrated an even greater increase in the HCP1 protein level in duodenal scrapings (Fig 2B and 2C). Immunofluorescence (IF) analysis showed that HCP1 is highly expressed along the apical membrane of duodenal enterocytes (Fig 2D, right). In contrast, the enterocytes of anemic piglets showed negligible HCP1 immunostaining (Fig 2D, left). Interestingly, intense HCP1 staining was observed within the network of blood capillaries surrounded by the epithelial layer in FeDex-supplemented piglets (Fig 2D, center).

Heme responsive gene 1 (HRG1/Slc48a1) has been identified as the main supplier of exogenous heme in C. elegans, a heme auxotrophic nematode [30]. Since HRG1 mRNA is abundantly expressed in cell lines derived from duodenum [30], we hypothesized that this protein may be important in the absorption of dietary heme by duodenal enterocytes of the hemoglobin-supplemented piglets. Piglets fed a hemoglobin-enriched diet as well as those injected with FeDex showed similar greatly increased levels of HRG1 compared to iron-deficient animals (Fig 3A). However, IF analysis of duodenum sections demonstrated striking differences in the localization of this protein. In piglets given hemoglobin, high levels of HRG1 were detected, mainly on the apical membrane of duodenal enterocytes (Fig 3B, right), whereas a clearly
intracellular, dispersed granular/vesicular distribution of HRG1 was observed in FeDex-injected piglets (Fig 3B, center).

Induction of HO1 expression and increased iron status in duodenal enterocytes from hemoglobin-supplemented piglets

HO1 (encoded by the \textit{Hmox1} gene) is an inducible enzyme degrading heme to CO, biliverdin and ferrous ions \cite{2}. To determine whether heme transported across the apical membrane of
duodenal enterocytes triggers HO1 expression within these cells, we examined HO1 transcript and protein levels as well as HO1 distribution in the enterocytes of piglets fed a hemoglobin-enriched diet. RT-qPCR (Fig 4A) and Western blotting (Fig 4B and 4C) analyses both showed a nearly 3-fold increase in HO1 expression in these piglets compared to anemic and FeDex-supplemented animals. Microscopic analysis of transverse duodenum sections showed massive and even immunostaining of HO1 throughout the cytoplasm of duodenal enterocytes from heme-fed piglets (Fig 4D), whereas HO1 IF was barely detectable in equivalent sections from control and FeDex-injected animals. The induction of HO1 is usually coupled with an increase in the level of ferritin [31]. We found that the L-ferritin protein level was 2-fold increased in the enterocytes of hemoglobin-supplemented piglets (Fig 4E and 4F) compared to the controls, which is consistent with the presence of non-heme iron deposits detected in these cells (Fig 2).
4G, right). In contrast, no stainable non-heme iron was detected in the duodenal enterocytes of anemic piglets (Fig 4G, left). The enterocytes of FeDex-supplemented piglets displayed L-ferritin levels that were as high as those detected in epithelial cells of the villi of hemoglobin-supplemented animals. In these iron-replete piglets, massive non-heme iron deposits were found in the capillary vessel network situated just below the epithelium of the villi (Fig 4G, center).

High expression of ferroportin (Fpn) in the duodenum of hemoglobin-supplemented piglets is associated with a low plasma hepcidin-25 concentration

Fpn (Slc40a1), localized at the basolateral membrane of duodenal enterocytes, is the major cellular non-heme iron exporter of mammals and plays a role in the transfer of duodenal iron into the circulation [32]. To study the possible involvement of Fpn in the absorption of iron released from heme within the enterocytes of hemoglobin-supplemented piglets, we examined the expression of the Slc40a1 gene in duodenal mucosa scrapings. In the duodenum of piglets...
Fig 4. Induction of HO1 expression and increased iron status in duodenal enterocytes from hemoglobin-supplemented piglets.

(A) RT-qPCR analysis of HO1 mRNA expression. The histogram displays HO1 mRNA levels in arbitrary units (means ± S.D., n = 7).

(B and C) Western blot analysis of HO1 protein levels in membrane fractions prepared from duodenal scrapings. A representative immunoblot is shown (B). Immunolabelled HO1 bands from separate blots performed on scrapings isolated from 6 piglets were quantified using a Molecular Imager, and HO1 protein levels (means ± S.D.) are plotted in arbitrary units (C).

(D) Immunofluorescent staining of HO1 in the...
fed the hemoglobin-enriched diet, we observed a more than 2-fold increase in Fpn transcript abundance (Fig 5A) and protein level compared to control animals (Fig 5B and 5C). This upregulation was confirmed by IF analysis of duodenum tissue sections, which showed increased levels of Fpn along the basal and lateral membranes of absorptive enterocytes (Fig 5D, right). Although Fpn mRNA expression in the enterocytes of FeDex-supplemented piglets was as low as in control animals (Fig 5A), Fpn protein levels were higher, albeit not as high as in the duodenal epithelial cells of animals fed the hemoglobin-enriched diet (Fig 5B and 5C). Consequently, the intensity of Fpn immunostaining at the basolateral membrane of duodenal enterocytes of FeDex-supplemented animals was similar to that observed in the anemic piglets (Fig 5D, left). Fpn showed mainly intracellular localization in the FeDex-supplemented piglet samples (Fig 5D, center).

The amount of Fpn at the plasma membrane is tightly controlled by hepcidin-mediated regulation [4]. To determine whether duodenal Fpn is regulated by hepcidin in the experimental piglets, we analyzed expression of its mRNA in the liver and the plasma hepcidin-25 concentration in 28-day-old animals. Very low hepatic hepcidin transcript levels were detected in both the anemic and hemoglobin-supplemented piglets (Fig 5E), and these were associated with a barely detectable hepcidin-25 concentration in the blood plasma (Fig 5F). In contrast, piglets supplemented parenterally with FeDex showed highly raised levels of hepcidin mRNA and a substantially elevated hepcidin concentration in the plasma. These piglets showed a gradual increase in plasma hepcidin-25 throughout the experimental period, starting from 1nM (day 3) and then rising to more than 4nM (day 28). In comparison, the plasma hepcidin-25 concentration in control and hemoglobin-supplemented piglets remained below 1nM during the first 4 weeks of life (Fig 5F).

Increased feline leukemia virus subgroup c receptor 1 (FLVCR1) expression on the basolateral membrane of duodenal absorptive enterocytes and decreased plasma Hpx levels in hemoglobin-supplemented piglets

The mammalian heme exporter FLVCR1 (Slc49a1) is highly expressed in the small intestine. Therefore, we examined whether heme derived from dietary hemoglobin is exported via FLVCR1 into the circulation as an intact molecule. Western blotting of membrane extracts obtained from scrapings of the proximal portion of the duodenum of piglets fed the hemoglobin-enriched diet showed an approximately 3.5-fold increase in FLVCR1 protein level compared to control anemic piglets (Fig 6A and 6B). Similarly raised levels of FLVCR1 protein were also observed in equivalent samples from piglets injected with FeDex. IF analysis of sections obtained from the same portion of the duodenum showed strong immunostaining in piglets fed a hemoglobin-enriched diet, mainly located on the basolateral membrane of absorptive enterocytes (Fig 6C, right). In comparison, the localization of FLVCR1 in the FeDex-injected animals was mostly intracellular (Fig 6D, center). It is known that the export of heme by FLVCR1 depends on the availability of Hpx [12]. Under conditions of increased flux of heme into the circulation, serum levels of Hpx are usually low [10]. Therefore, we investigated
Fig 5. Increased Fpn expression in the duodenum of hemoglobin-supplemented piglets is associated with reductions in both hepatic hepcidin mRNA levels and plasma hepcidin-25 concentration. (A) RT-qPCR analysis of Fpn mRNA expression. The histogram displays Fpn mRNA levels in arbitrary units (means ± S.D., n = 7). (B and C) Western blot analysis of Fpn protein levels in membrane fractions prepared from duodenal scrapings. A representative immunoblot is shown (B). Immunolabelled Fpn bands from separate blots performed on scrapings isolated from 8 piglets were quantified using a Molecular Imager, and Fpn protein levels (means ± S.D.) are plotted in arbitrary units (C). (D) Immunofluorescent staining of Fpn in the duodenum. To confirm the specificity of Fpn detection, duodenum sections of piglets were incubated with only the secondary antibody. No Fpn staining was detected in these negative controls. Counterstaining of nuclei was performed with DAPI. Duodenum morphology is shown in transmitted light. (E) RT-qPCR analysis of hepcidin mRNA expression in the liver. The histogram displays hepcidin mRNA levels in arbitrary units.
whether the potential export of heme from enterocytes by FLVCR1 present at the basolateral membrane was correlated with decreased plasma levels of Hpx. Using Western blotting we compared the levels of Hpx in the plasma of 3-day- and 14-day-old hemoglobin-supplemented piglets: the former group of animals had just started to receive supplementation, whereas the latter had been exposed to dietary hemoglobin for 11 days. This analysis showed a strong, age-dependent decline in plasma Hpx levels (Fig 6D). In contrast, plasma Hpx levels were unchanged in 3- and 14-day-old and anemic FeDex-supplemented piglets.

Discussion

Dietary heme uptake by enterocytes has been recognized for more than 60 years [33]. Many studies over these decades have since confirmed that absorption of heme is far more efficient than that of inorganic iron [13,34]. However, our understanding of the molecular mechanisms of heme iron absorption remains poor. Recent mammalian studies have demonstrated several proteins involved in the transport of intact heme molecules at both the cellular and systemic levels [5–7,35]. Absorption of intact heme molecules by enterocytes might also contribute to systemic heme turnover under physiological conditions. Indeed, the recent discovery of a heme transporter that may transfer heme from the duodenum lumen directly into the enterocytes [17] and from enterocytes into the circulation [16], suggests a new putative pathway for trafficking intact heme across the enterocyte. Despite our limited knowledge of the molecular mechanisms of dietary absorption, heme preparations are successfully used to prevent and cure iron deficiency anemia in humans [12,14,31,36], dogs [37], and pigs [38].

In the present study we have examined the use of bovine hemoglobin, as a dietary heme supplement, in preventing IDA in piglets and investigated the duodenal expression profile of genes involved in heme iron absorption. Newborn piglets were chosen for our study because: (i) IDA is a well characterized iron disorder in pig neonates [22]; (ii) iron metabolism regulation has been extensively studied in these animals [19,39,40]; (iii) the pig is a major biomedical mammalian model in various human studies [41] that we have used previously for testing various strategies of iron supplementation [19–21]. The efficacy of hemoglobin treatment has been shown against a background of two groups of animals with an opposite iron status: iron-deficient and iron-replete piglets, intramuscularly injected with FeDex [20].

Dietary hemoglobin supplementation successfully prevented the development of IDA, which was observed in non-supplemented piglets. However, it is noteworthy that values of RBC indices and plasma iron parameters in per os hemoglobin-supplemented piglets were lower than in animals injected with large amount of FeDex, suggesting that their iron status was not fully replenished. We hypothesize that this was due to the immaturity of molecular mechanisms of heme iron absorption and the limited intake of solid feed by piglets during the first 10 days after birth. Importantly, our results provide evidence that dietary supplementation with hemoglobin stimulates recovery of piglets from severe neonatal IDA without inducing an unfavorable increase in hepcidin expression. With the aim of enhancing the curative effect of dietary hemoglobin, we successfully used a split iron supplementation regime consisting of the injection of a small amount of FeDex on day 3 after birth plus oral supplementation with hemoglobin. However, to avoid possible interference of intramuscularly given iron-heme iron the evaluation of expression of all analyzed genes was performed on samples obtained from piglets exclusively supplemented per os with hemoglobin.
Fig 6. Increased FLVCR1 protein levels on the basolateral membrane of duodenal absorptive enterocytes is associated with decreased blood plasma hemopexin (Hpx) levels in hemoglobin-supplemented piglets. (A and B) Western blot analysis of FLVCR1 protein levels in membrane fractions prepared from duodenal scrapings. A representative immunoblot is shown (A). Immunolabelled FLVCR1 bands from blots performed on scrapings isolated from 6 piglets were quantified using a Molecular Imager (Bio-Rad), and FLVCR1 protein levels (means ± S.D.) are plotted in arbitrary units (B). (C) Immunofluorescent staining of FLVCR1 in
To assess the potential contribution of dietary inorganic iron to the improvement of iron status in hemoglobin-supplemented piglets, we examined the expression of DMT1, a critical apical transmembrane transporter of ferrous ions expressed on the surface of the brush border of duodenal enterocytes [42]. The negligible influence of inorganic iron in the feed was indicated by the very low DMT1 mRNA and protein levels, as well as a residual presence at the apical membrane of duodenal enterocytes. Most importantly, our results imply that in the duodenum of hemoglobin-supplemented piglets, heme transporter(s) at the apical membrane of absorptive enterocytes are likely to provide the main driving force for the uptake of dietary iron. The occurrence of heme-binding proteins at the brush border of duodenal enterocytes in the pig was first suggested in 1970s/1980s [23,24]. However, HCP1, a plasma membrane protein responsible for the transfer of dietary heme from the intestinal lumen into absorptive enterocytes was only identified in mouse duodenum in 2005 [17]. Although its role as a heme carrier has since been questioned [18], several studies still support its involvement in low-affinity heme uptake [43–45]. Our results also suggest that HCP1 is involved in the uptake of dietary heme in hemoglobin-supplemented piglets, namely the specific up-regulation of its expression and enhanced HCP1 immunostaining at the apical membrane of duodenal enterocytes. Interestingly, the intracellular distribution of HCP1 in intestinal cells seems to be influenced by non-heme iron, i.e. under iron loading conditions HCP1 is mainly localized within the cytoplasm, while under conditions of iron deficiency the protein is found in the apical membrane [17]. Consistent with this posttranslational regulation, highly iron-loaded absorptive enterocytes from FeDex-injected piglets showed a weak, mainly intracellular distribution of HCP1, whereas in relatively iron-poor enterocytes from animals fed a hemoglobin-enriched diet it was predominantly localized to the brush border of absorptive epithelial cells.

Recent studies on Caenorhabditis elegans, a heme auxotroph, led to the identification of heme responsive gene 1 (HRG1), which has been proposed as a bona fide heme importer [30]. Although mammalian HRG1 shows an ubiquitous tissue distribution [30], its function and subcellular localization has been mostly studied in macrophages [15,46]. Immunolocalization and functional studies have revealed that mammalian HRG1 localizes to both the endolysosomal and the phagolysosomal compartments, and is involved in heme transport to the cytosol [15,25,46]. Two pieces of evidence led us to examine the involvement of HRG1 in heme absorption in piglets: the reported high level expression of the HRG1 gene in the mammalian small intestine and in cell lines derived from duodenum; the finding that C.elegans acquires dietary heme via an intestinal process involving HRG1 genes [30]. Western blot analysis of duodenal scraping extracts from piglets fed a hemoglobin-enriched diet showed a high level of HRG1 protein compared to control animals. Importantly, the intracellular localization of HRG1 in the apical membrane of enterocytes of hemoglobin-supplemented piglets was quite different from the dispersed pattern observed in enterocytes of FeDex-supplemented animals. Accordingly, HRG1 has been reported to be partially localized on the plasma membrane of many cell types [25,30,47]. This finding strongly suggests that HRG1 is involved in heme transport across the apical membrane. Studies on macrophages exposed to iron and heme revealed increased HRG1 expression [34,46]. It is therefore tempting to speculate that HRG1 expression, induced by increasing amounts of heme...
entering enterocytes and by heme-derived iron, occurs in enterocytes of piglets fed a hemo-
globin-enriched diet.

The fate of heme upon entering the epithelial cells of the duodenum is mainly determined
by the activity of HO1 [48], an enzyme that catalyzes the degradation of heme, releasing fer-
rrous iron [49]. The proximal duodenum, the site of maximal heme absorption is also the site
of the highest HO1 expression in the intestinal tract [48,50]. In most mammalian species, with
the exception of mice [51], HO1-mediated heme catabolism in absorptive enterocytes seems
to be the limiting step in dietary heme iron assimilation. Consequently, HO1 inhibitors have
been shown to inhibit the absorption of heme iron [52]. We observed a profound induction
of the Hmox1 gene in the enterocytes of piglets fed a hemoglobin-enriched diet. IF analysis
revealed high levels of HO1 distributed throughout the cytoplasm of their duodenal enter-
cytes. This specific and massive increase in HO1 in the duodenum of this group of animals
strongly suggests that heme, released from hemoglobin by proteolytic activity in the lumen
of the intestinal tract and transferred across the apical membrane as an intact molecule, is
responsible for the up-regulation of the Hmox1 gene. Indeed, apart from being a substrate of
the enzymatic reaction catalyzed by HO1, heme has been reported to be a potent transcrip-
tional inducer of Hmox1 gene expression in various cell types [49] including enterocytes [48].
Activation of HO1 is closely correlated with the increase in the intracellular concentration of
ferrous iron extracted from heme molecule [2]. This iron can be incorporated into ferritin
molecules [53] and/or transported to the extracellular environment by ferroportin [32].

Accordingly, in duodenal enterocytes of piglets fed a hemoglobin-enriched diet we observed
a concerted regulation of iron metabolism leading to the elevation of non-heme iron, an
increased ferritin level, and up-regulation of Fpn expression. Fpn was distributed along the
basolateral membrane of villus enterocytes, which is consistent with its typical localization in
enterocytes of various mammalian species [54,55]. The extensive Fpn staining on the basolat-
eral membrane of enterocytes indicates that under conditions producing a low plasma hepcki-
din-25 concentration, its binding to Fpn and the subsequent degradation of this iron exporter
are reduced. This reflects the high potential of absorptive enterocytes to transfer iron released
from heme to the bloodstream. The final part of our study examined the possibility that a por-
tion of absorbed heme may be exported intact across the basolateral membrane of duodenal
absorptive enterocytes into the bloodstream via a known heme export protein such as FLVCR1 [10].
In contrast to the well-defined role of FLVCR1 in the protection of several cell types
[10,11,16,56] from potential heme toxicity, its function in duodenal heme metabolism has not
been described. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the small intestine is one of the major sites
of FLVCR1 expression in the body [11], which implies a potential role in heme absorption.
Accordingly, postnatal mice lacking the Slc49a1 gene show iron overload in duodenal enter-
cytes [11], indicating an active role for FLVCR1 in transferring intact heme to the circulation.
Here, we showed that FLVCR1 is highly expressed in hemoglobin-supplemented piglets, main-
ly at the basolateral membrane of duodenal enterocytes, suggesting its involvement in the tran-
sport of heme taken up from the diet (but not catabolized by HO1) into the bloodstream.
Further supposition regarding such a mechanism operating in the enterocytes of piglets fed a
hemoglobin-enriched diet is based on our observations of the behavior of Hpx in the plasma
of these animals during the initial period of exposure to dietary hemoglobin. It was previously
shown that heme export via FLVCR1 requires the presence of the extracellular heme-binding
protein Hpx [25]. Furthermore, Hpx-null mice displayed iron loading in the duodenum [57].
Serum levels of Hpx are usually low under conditions of increased heme flux to the circulation,
because Hpx binds free heme and then the Hpx-heme complex is rapidly removed by the scav-
enger receptor CD91 [9,58]. Consistent with this scenario, the strong decrease in plasma Hpx
levels detected in 14-day-old piglets fed hemoglobin suggests that in these animals, Hpx
actively binds heme exported from enterocytes via FLVCR1 and then participates in its distribution throughout the body.

Taken together, the results of this study demonstrate that dietary hemoglobin can efficiently rescue piglets from severe iron deficiency anemia. Importantly, our results clearly show that giving heme as an oral iron supplement to iron-deficient subjects may overcome the main disadvantage associated with oral supplementation based on elemental iron, which consists on the induction of hepcidin expression and subsequent inhibition of iron absorption from the diet [59]. Considering that the pig is a major biomedical mammalian model for human studies, our findings should help to improve existing protocols of IDA correction. Our data also provide the framework for a long sought after comprehensive molecular model of heme iron absorption, summarized in Fig 7.

Materials and methods

Piglets, experimental design and biological sample collection

Experiments were conducted at the Brzezie pig farm belonging to the National Research Institute of Animal Production (NRIAP, Balice, Poland). A total of 39 Polish Landrace x Polish
Large White piglets housed in standard conditions (70% humidity and a temperature of 22˚C in cages with straw bedding) were used in experiments. During the 28-day experiment sows were allowed to nurse their piglets. Importantly, piglets had no access to the sows’ feed. The Prestarter Wigor 1 Plus feed (manufactured at the feed mill of the Experimental Station of the NRIAP) was offered to piglets from day 3 to day 28 after birth using specially designed feeding troughs (Play-feeder; Biofiber-Damino), the height of which was adjusted to the age and size of the piglets [60]. Piglets were allotted to 3 experimental groups on the basis of balanced body weight (b.w.) at birth: (i) piglets receiving no iron supplementation, n = 15; (ii) piglets supplemented parenterally with 150 and 40 mg Fe/kg b.w. on days 3 and 21 postpartum, respectively (routine supplementation), n = 9. Piglets received intramuscular injections in the neck of iron dextran (FeDex), a complex of ferric ions with low molecular weight dextran (Ferran 100, Vet-Agro, Lublin, Poland); (iii) Piglets fed Prestarter Wigor 1 Plus feed enriched with bovine hemoglobin (Bovogen, East Keilor, Australia) from day 3 to day 28 after birth, n = 15. Bovine hemoglobin was added to the feed in the proportion 38 g hemoglobin per 1 kg of feed. The final total iron content in this mixture, assessed by flame atomic absorption spectroscopy as described previously [61], was 612 mg Fe/kg. The mean daily per piglet consumption of feed and the respective calculated iron intake were monitored in the 3 experimental groups, and are shown in S1 Table. The use of animals in experiments and all procedures were approved by the Third Local Ethical Committee on Animal Testing (permission no. 55/2012).

Blood was drawn on days 3, 14, 21 and 28 after birth by venipuncture of the jugular vein (Vena jugularis externa) into tubes coated with heparin as an anticoagulant. The blood samples were immediately centrifuged (2000 rpm, 10 min, 4˚C) to separate the plasma. Plasma samples were immediately aliquoted and stored at -80˚C. 28-day-old piglets were euthanized by the intracardiac injection of Morbital (Biowet, Pulawy, Poland).

The proximal segment (5 cm) of the duodenum downstream of the stomach was dissected post mortem from piglets, carefully washed with PBS and cut into two equal parts. One part was used for immunostaining and iron staining analyses. The other part was further dissected to obtain a highly enriched epithelium fraction. A lancet was used to scrape the upper layer of the duodenum, making efforts to avoid the circular muscle. Duodenal scrapings were then stored at -80˚C until they were used for Western blotting and RT-qPCR analyses.

Measurement of red blood cell indices and plasma iron concentration

The red blood cell (RBC) count, hemoglobin (HGB) concentration and mean hematocrit (HCT) value were determined using an automated ADVIA 2010 analyzer (Siemens, Germany). The plasma iron concentration was determined by colorimetric measurement of an iron-chromazurol complex (absorbance at 630 nm) according to the manufacturer’s protocol (Alpha Diagnostic, Poland).

Protein extract preparation and Western blotting

For the analysis of most proteins crude membrane and cytosolic protein extracts were prepared from duodenal scrapings as described previously [27,28]. For the detection of HRG1, frozen duodenal scrapings samples were suspended in membrane preparation buffer (10mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 250mM sucrose, 1mM EDTA, proteases inhibitors), homogenized, centrifuged (800xg, 10 minutes, 4˚C) and supernatants were ultracentrifuged at 100,000xg for 2 hours at 4˚C. After removing supernatant, 40–100μl of lysis buffer (20mM Hepes pH 7.4, 150mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 2% Triton-X, proteases inhibitors) was added to the membrane fraction pellet and resuspended by vortexing. Samples were centrifuged at 18,000 x g for 15 minutes, 4˚C to pellet insoluble fraction. Supernatant was separated for protein concentration.
For all Western blot analyzes, Laemmli sample buffer was added to samples and samples were performed according to the Laemmli SDS PAGE procedure. A list of primary and secondary antibodies used is shown in S3 Table. All antibodies used in the study show similar reactivity with mouse and pig proteins as shown in S1 Fig. Additionally we performed Blastn and Blastp analysis for analyzed genes and proteins and results are shown in S5 Table.

Real-time quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR)

Total cellular RNA was extracted from duodenal scrapings (20 mg) using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Two micrograms of total DNAse-treated RNA were reverse transcribed using a Transcriptor First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit® (Roche, Switzerland). Real-time quantitative PCR analysis was performed in a Light Cycler U96 (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) using gene-specific primer pairs (S4 Table). The amplified products were detected using SYBR Green I (Roche Diagnostics) as described previously [62]. To confirm amplification specificity, the PCR products were subjected to melting curve analysis and agarose gel electrophoresis. Light Cycler U96 Software was used for data analysis. Transcript levels were normalized relative to those of the 18S rRNA and glutathione reductase (GSR) control reference genes selected using NormFinder software (http://www.mdl.dk/publicationsnormfinder.htm).

Immunofluorescence (IF) and confocal microscopy analysis of duodenal sections

After the sacrifice of piglets, samples of proximal duodenum were immediately excised and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (Sigma) at 4°C for 24 h. After washing 3 times for 30 minutes in PBS, the fixed samples were successively soaked in 12.5 and 25% sucrose (Merck) for 1.5 and 12 hours, respectively at 4°C. The tissue was then embedded in Tissue-Tek compound, frozen in liquid nitrogen and sectioned into 20-μm slices using a cryostat (Leica). The sections were washed in PBS and permeabilized by bathing in PBS/0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma) for 10 minutes. Non-specific antibody binding was blocked by incubation of the sections in PBS/3% BSA (Merck) for 1.5 hours. For protein detection, sections were incubated at RT with primary antibody (S3 Table) diluted in PBS/3% BSA. The sections were then washed 3 times with PBS and incubated with Cy3 (indocarbocyanine)-conjugated secondary antibody (S3 Table) diluted in PBS/3% BSA. Finally, the sections were washed 3 times for 10 minutes in PBS at RT and mounted using Vectashield with 4’6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Vector Labs). As a negative control, some sections were prepared without incubating with primary antibody. IF was analyzed with a Zeiss LSM 510 Meta confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) using the 60x objective.

Duodenal iron staining

Non-heme iron deposits were analyzed using the Accustain Iron Deposition Kit (Sigma Aldrich). Briefly, duodenal samples excised immediately after sacrifice were fixed in Bouin’s solution for 24 h, then stored in 70% ethanol. After embedding in paraffin, the samples were cut into 7-μm sections using a microtome (Reichert-Jung, Germany). The sections were placed on a slide, deparaffinized and incubated with Perls’ Prussian Blue solution for 30 minutes. Slides were counterstained with pararosaniline solution for 2 minutes and examined with a standard compound light microscope (Olympus, type CH2).
Plasma hepcidin-25 quantification

Piglet plasma hepcidin-25 measurements were performed using a combination of weak cation exchange chromatography and time-of-flight mass spectrometry (WCX-TOF MS), as described previously for human and porcine plasma samples [21,63]. Piglet plasma hepcidin-25 concentrations were expressed as nmol/L (nM).

Statistical analysis

Data are presented as mean values ± standard deviation (SD). Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad, San Diego, CA, USA) by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by Tukey-Kramer post hoc test. \( p \leq 0.05 \), \( p \leq 0.01 \), and \( p \leq 0.001 \) were considered significant and are denoted with one, two or three asterisks, respectively.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Validation of the cross-reactivity of antibodies with pig proteins analyzed in the study. Comparative Western blot analysis shows that primary antibodies cross-react with mouse as well as with pig proteins. For the analysis crude membrane and cytosolic protein extracts (40–60 \( \mu \)g protein) were prepared from duodenal scrapings as described previously in Material and methods. Immunolabelled protein bands from blots performed on scrapings isolated from 4 mice and 4 piglets are shown.
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